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our jet-setting style mavens fall for the charm of ’90s ‘it’ accesssory — the fanny pack — hook, line and sinker! 
B-TOWN BELTS IT IN STYLE...
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O
n Saturday, MUFTI, one of  
the largest Indian denim 
brands, unveiled its Au-
tumn Winter ’18 Collection 

at a fashion show. There were  
eclectic designs and creativity on 
the ramp. Bollywood actor  
Kartik Aaryan, who is their 
brand ambassador, let his state-
ment outfit do all the talking. He 
stole the show in a stylish blue 
leather jacket, teamed with a 
pair of  white jeans and a trendy 
white hoodie. 

With this iconic fashion show, 
MUFTI celebrated the comple-
tion of  20 years in the industry. 
Models strutted on the ramp 
showcasing the spectacular 
range of  ensembles that signi-
fied exceptional designs, innova-
tion, high-quality fabrics and 
above all, comfort. 

Speaking about the show,  
Kamal Khushlani, Founder & 
Managing Director, MUFTI, said, 
“We are elated to have commem-
orated 20 years of  MUFTI with a 
bang. The marquee fashion show 
and bringing Kartik on board as 
our first brand ambassador was 
the perfect way to celebrate this 
glorious occasion. We strongly 
believe in providing an alterna-
tive dressing solution that 

doesn’t conform to the norm.” 
Sharing his experience, Kartik 
said, “I’m thrilled to be associat-
ed with a brand that inspires 
youth to be unique and set their 
own trends.” The Autumn  
Winter ’18 collection is now 
available across stores. 
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On the move
Vicky Kaushal has been making 
the most of his break during 
shoots. He was clicked at a 
private screening. 

Jodhpur bound
After spending some time with Priyanka 
Chopra’s B-Town pals in Mumbai, the singer 
and the desi girl headed to Jodhpur. The 
engaged couple visited the Mehrangarh Fort 
yesterday. They just might squeeze in some 
time for a bit of wedding shopping!

Workout gear
Varun Dhawan was spotted post his workout 
session. Ditching his trademark gym shorts, the 
actor opted for track pants with his round-neck tee.   

Match made in heaven
Parineeti Chopra and Arjun Kapoor were 
twinning in hues of navy blue and black at 
the promotions of Namaste England at a 
suburban hotel yesterday. Pari’s brocade 
pants matched Arjun’s pocket square.

Folks about 
town
Alia Bhatt and Ayan Mukerji 
dropped in at Aamir Khan’s 
residence on Monday. Alia 
looked chic in a chikankari 
kurta.

Couple 
capers

Soha Ali Khan and 
Kunal Kemmu stepped 
out for lunch yesterday. 

The couple was 
snapped in the 

burbs.

shAdes on! 
Farhan Akhtar looked stylish 
in this nifty pair of wayfarers.  

Muscle mania
Tiger Shroff never lets us forget 
his hot bod, whether at a screening 
or catching up with his girlfriend 
Disha Patani. 

Movie masti 
magic
Yami Gautam keeps it simple 
and chic in black and denims. 
The actress was clicked at 
a movie screening in the 
burbs. 
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